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Introduction
"
Each generation of computers has had its generation of users. The first
generation of computer users was machine language or symbolic machine language
oriented. The second generation of users was oriented more. tmvard the higherlevel languages of FORl'RAN and COBOL. In the:third generation, the majority
of users tend to rely on problem-oriented languages, specific to their needs,
and on other types of user-oriented software.

This past decade has been a period during which the large malr. frame
computer manufacturers have sought to make the new additions to their product
lines upwards compatible with their previous computers. Thus, for a good part
of this past decade a fairly stable computing environment has existed at many
computer locations. This stability has made possible some very large and longterm statistical software development projects.

"e

The similarity of computing equipment from installation to installation
and the growth of large-scale computer networks has led to the widespread
availability of statistical software and' has stimulated its use in abnost
every field of research.
2.

The Community of Users

The community of users of statistical software is perhaps as diverse" as
the available softwm'e itself. At one extreme w~ see the occas~onal user with
a moderate amount of data for which a specific analysis is needed, while at
the other extreme we see users who regularly deal with large amounts of data
needing varying types of analyses. Perhaps the availability and accessibility
of today's user-oriented statistical sofhrare has contributed to the generally
larger and more diverse c,ollectionsof data which are gathered for analysis.
\f:hatever the cause, a portion of the user community does in fact need software
wilich allows for extensive data base management and which allows easy access to
a broad range of statistical analysis procedures.
For example, consider a user faced with a large set of data con:>isting of
both continuous and discrete variables, collected in, say, several regions of
the country. Suppose that listing9 of the data, scatter plots for .selected
varip.bles, regression analyses illvolvingsorne or all of the continuous variables,
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and frequency/counts.or tables are needed. In addition to needing these things
on the .entire' set of data, suppose that some of these. things are needed on
selected sUbse~s representing one or more regions. Users who have confronted
situations of this type and have had only stand-alone programs which perform
just one of the specific analyses per run can perhaps best appreciate the type
of software which allows for all of these things to be.done in a single run
with a minimum of user instructions •
.',

3. Statistical Computing System Defined

The August, 1974, Report and Proposal of the Committee on Evaluation of
Packages to the Section on Statistical Computing of the American
Statistical Association suggests some basic guidelines for the review of packages of computer programs for statistical analyses. In the report, a program
package is characterized as consisting of a front end for data preparation
plus a set of procedures. Stand-alone programs are considered to be degenerate
packages 'fith only one procedure. This characterizatIon of packages is of
necessity quite liberal and covers a broad range of statistical software. If
stand-alone programs are the degenerate packages, then the opposite end of the
spectrwn is where I feel the statistical computing systems would fall.
Progr~u

I define a statistical computing system as an interdependent collection of
both data management and statistical processors which are controlled by a common
supervisor and which are accessed through an easily understood control language.
The system should be a potentially complete environment for the statistical
'analysis of data •
. Ideally, in this definition of a statistical computing system the words
"potentially complete environment" would be replaced by the words "total
environment". Perhaps some systems are already a total environment for some
users. For this group of users, no knmdedge of higher level compilers or
knowledge of computer operating systems and their language is necessary. The
totality of the data management functions and data analysis procedures they use
is incorporated in the one system with which they are familiar.
.

4.

.'

System Characteristics

The definition given for a system points out the basic characteristics of
a system, which I ~vill expound.
A.

A sYGtem must have a control language through ",hich the user
the tasks he wants performed. The existance of u
language is the most ,cited charact~ristic of a system (1, 2, 3, 9).
In fact, the word "language" is often used interchangeably with the
word "system". Elell~ents of the language are used to describe the
user's data. Other elements of the language are used in transforming the ~lata and performing additional data management functions.
StilloLher elements, of the language are used to indicate which
statistical procedures are to be applied to the data.
describ~s
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Altnough the actual syntax of the various languages differs.
from system to system, they generally maintain a fairly uniform
syntax within a given system. This fea.ture of a tuliform syntactical e}pression of statements within a given language provides for
a great deal of transference of knowledge as a user needs additional procedures within the system. Having once mastered the
language of data definition, transformation, and of one analytical
procedure, he can easily master its use for other analytical
procedures
•
,
.

The statistical computing languages of today are perhaps the
forerunners of a fairly standard statistical computing language
of the future. Of today's systems,those which are still being
modified and expanded are influenced heavily by their users'
requests. Evaluations of the form proposed by the COlIuni ttee on
Evaluation of Program Packages will also tend to influence
developers toward unifo~mity of thei~ languages.

A statistical computing system must have statistical analysis
procedures sufficient for performing the types of analyses its
·users most often need. Some systems may specialize in a particular.
area of analysis, \~1ile others may offer a wider spectrum of
analytical capabilities without a great deal of depth in a
particular area. I will not attempt to list specific analytical
procedures which should be in a system. Ho\"ever, regardless of
the number of different analytical procedures that are available,
the user must have the ability to access any number of these
procedures through use of the statistical computing language in a
given computer run. .

B.

c.

A statistical computing system lUUSt have data management
facilities. The language must provide mechanisms for describing
the data \vhich is to be accessed, for transforming the data, and
for the generation of ne\., variables. The language must provide
a mechanism for specifying which variables and Which observations
are to be analyzed by a given procedure. The system must be
capable of' using the surne set of data or any part ,of it in
different analytical procedures in the same run.

The data management featuxes of a statistical computing system
. are perhaps itD most prevalent reason for cxistance. The abili ty
to get a set of data ready for analysis vrithin the same framework
in which it is to be analyzed allmvs the "non-computer expert ll
aCCCDS to the analytical cupabili ties of the Dy[Jtem without having
to learn other higher level languages. Data management facilities
of a system should not, however, be limited to its front end. They
should be accessible at any time within a run. This allows the UDer
to access data sets which are themselves created by analytical
procedur!Js. The data management facilities in a system shouN be
viewed as being more.at the center of the nyatem rather than at the
front end.
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D.

AAtatis~ical computing system must have the capability of .
intermixing data management functions and requests for analytical
procedures. The user must be able to structure his sequence of
instrhctions to achieve his particular goals. The system, in
order to achieve this end, must have some mechanism to provide
for the control of the system. Although this. aspect of a system
may not be apparent to the user, it is what makes a system a
system. This portion of the system is u~ually referred to as the
system supervisor. The prime fW1ction of the supervisor is to
. pass 'on the user I s instructions to the varying parts of the system
for action. Once action has been taken by a part of the system,
it returns control to the supervisor. The supervisor then examines
the next request and additional parts of the syste:n cane into play.

5.

Accuracy, Flexibility, and Speed

At the last Interface symposium Hemmerle ·(7) cited accuracy, flexibility,
and speed, in that order, as the proper ranking of the criterion to use in
considering statistical computations. Although his thoughts centered primarily
on hardware considerations, the ranking applies equally well to software.
The statistician must have and indeed expects accuracy for the computations
he requests from a particular piece of software.
Flexibility is perhaps the greatest advantage of the systems approach to
·statistical computation. Using a system allmTs the user to construct in one job
the totality of tbe analyses he is likely to need. Hithin the framework of the
system he can read his data, transform it, and analyze parts or all of it with
different procedures. The flexibility of data handling and movement from one
procedure to another is something that cannot be achieved with stand-alone
progrruns without knowledge of the computer operating system conventions and
language.
The speed at which statistical computations are performed is too often
·compared to the actual run time computer costs. \fuereas this is perhaps a
valid comparison muong diffcrent systems, it is usually misleading in comparing
system performance to the performance of stand-alone progrruns. Any cost
comparisons of this nature should compare total job costs for all analyses
envisioned; defined as the cost of data preparation, set-up costs, and actual
computer cost.

6. Slstem Mooularitl
One of the criticisms of systems has been their lack of modularity.
the last Interface conference, Frane (4) stated that
"'l'he case with which thc source can be changed is one
of the advantagcs of Forking vrith a series of stand-alone
progrruns rather than "lith a system in ,·rhich nIl statir.tical
procedures have been combined into a single program .. "
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Hemmerle (7)

:at

the. same conference stated that

"S\rstems which attempt to incorporate a myriad of algorithms
into one master monitor which interprets statements and does
whatever the algorithms permit inherently suffer from a lack of
modulari ty. II
As a proponent of statistical systems, I fee'l it necessary to offer some
clarification,to these statements. The very nature of a system requires that
it be extremely modular. Systems which offer dozens of different procedures
for data analysis cannot afford the luxury of maintaining all of the routines
in storage at one time. Indeed, with a systems approach, only the supervisor,
along \-lith the procedure being used for the current analysis, is in storage.
1'he supervisor brings in the specific portion of the system needed to handle
each request. Although some systems have been written as one large overlaid
program, others exist for which each procedure is itself an independent module.
Systems of this type require no modification to the supervisor when a new
procedure is added, and the language in 'I.o,hich the new procedure is written is
up to its developer.

7.

Programming Advantages

Let us consider the task which faces a developer of a new statistical
procedure, say one that is to be made generally available to other users. To
incorporate his routine into a statistical system will require him to learn
the routines necessary to interface with the system supervisor. In general,
the supervisor has built into i t the necessary routines for parsing the user's
language statements, so he need not write his own parsing routines. Since the
system offers extensive data management facilities, he need not build any data
manipulation routines into his procedure. Use of his new procedure will require
little additional learning by persons already using the system, since they
already comprehend data input to the system, data manipulation, and the general
language syntax of the system statements. Access to the new procedure is
greatly simplified for the user, since no special operating system statements
are needed. The task of doc~~enting his new procedt~e is generally simplified
since only the new language statements and the resultant· output along with a
description of the methods employed need be explained.

8. Use and Misuse
Perhaps one of the greatest concerns to statisticians is the misuse of
statistical sy::>tems by those "'ho lack sufficient knoHledge in the wlderlying
theory and asswuption::> of the technique::> they can so readily use. In the days
of the desk calculator, we didn I t have to be over ly concerned about misU3e of
. our techniques, ::Jince the sheer burden of cornputatfon protected Ollr more
elaborate method::J. The power is now at hand to begin to verify that data being
nnalyzcd meet the under lying as sumpti.ons • Some m(!thod s, :mch as lack of fit
tests, test::> of homor-~eneity of variance, and examination of residuals are
available. Hueh more work in these areas needs to be done. !.\ctho<1::; whi.ch arc
available should be included in ::;ystem:;. The stati::;tician must, however, take
the lead 1n encou.rag1ng this type of uncI' protection.
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